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This edition of the Orange Disc highlights how Gulf effectively communicates its brand
to customers. Numerous articles were submitted for this particular edition of the magazine,
all of them emphasise the commitment of Gulf operations globally in communicating the
brand in their respective countries.
In February this year Gulf Oil India sponsored the Foster a Child Rally as a way to support
orphaned children. Through this activity Gulf communicated care to its customers in the
local market. Gulf, being the ‘local global brand’, is very focused on caring and developing
local communities globally. Not so long ago, Gulf Oil International sponsored another charity
rally to raise funds that would be used towards a school for children from various cultures.
These are just a few examples that illustrate our concern for communities.
Another example of our commitment to communicating the Gulf brand comes from Saudi
Arabia where Gulf’s licensee APSL held an onsite training seminar for customers.
This initiative, complemented by a sales conference held in
Turkey and attended by both APSL and Delta Petroleum,
Gulf’s Turkish lubricants licensees, demonstrate Gulf’s
dedication to not only developing externally, but also
internally, by the sharing of best practice and knowledge.
In Europe, Nordic Oil opened their first Gulf service station
in April. This inauguration meant a return of Gulf after twenty
years to Sweden. The launch attracted a lot of media
attention and the local community fondly remembered Gulf
from years past. This encouraging reception in Sweden
serves as a testament to how effectively Gulf has been
communicated in the past, so as to be embedded in the
minds of communities years later and to be associated with
memorable experiences in their own lives.
Gulf has been a cultural icon in the past and its ascent into
being such a memorable brand can largely be attributed to
the way the brand values have been communicated to
communities globally. This strong communication must be
continued for years to come so Gulf can grow from strength
to strength in our global reach, but also to evoke a positive
image within our customers. The brand is not only about
Lubricants, Retail Stations or any other products alone, but also about a value system that
has been Gulf’s bedrock for over 100 years.
The examples of how we have communicated our beliefs to our customers are
innumerable. Gulf’s marketing and communication initiatives stretch all the way across
the globe, from South America to Asia. Gulf does care for communities globally; we have
demonstrated courage in our convictions; we have endured over the years to constantly
improve the brand through challenging times and we have inspired customers for
generations in the process. All this we have done through effective communication.
We have a long story to tell, one that is a 100 years old and this edition of the Orange Disc
is the latest chapter.
Happy Reading!

LUBRICANTS

Aakash Andrews
Gulf Oil International (UK) Ltd.
International Brand and Marketing Manager
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OranGe Disc
TRAIN TO GAIN WITH GOI

NORDIC
OIL
EXPANDS
INTO
ICELAND
Nordic Oil Naftasyndikat AB of the
Nordic Oil Group, who are the official
Gulf distributors for Denmark, Norway
and Sweden, have recently extended
their sales area. They have become
the new official distributors for Gulf
lubricants in Iceland. Orange Disc
profiles Nordic Oil in greater detail on
page 19 of this edition.
For more information contact Martin
Steinkamp:
Martin.Steinkamp@gulfoil.se

GOI training combines classroom sessions,
right, with practical on-site advice.

NEW APPOINTMENTS

Lubricant Licensee Benefits from GOI Training and Business Development Advice
as Dr Richard Pinchin reports
Galana Distribution Petroliere S.A. – Gulf’s lubricants
licensee in Madagascar – recently enjoyed the
services of an experienced lubricant marketing
and technical expert, provided by GOI.
The “consultant style” visit, over several days,
involved staff training, visits to key customers and
a critical review of marketing, sales and supply
activities for Gulf Lubricant brands. Galana’s
staff were given a first-hand explanation of
Gulf’s recently revised product range and, more
importantly, were instructed how and where to
obtain more information on a daily basis.
In situations where all oil markets are offering
much the same product (i.e. very similar liquids)
there is a temptation merely to compete on the
basis of the lowest price. However, there are many
ways of differentiating the offer to the customer,
even for a commodity-type product. Ultimately, it
is often the way the product and related services
are presented which can win the deal.
A basic requirement for anyone selling an oil
or a grease is to know their product very well
indeed. Even better, they should also know their
competitors’ products and what they offer, as well
as where there are advantages and especially
benefits that Gulf can offer. Thus, Galana’s staff
who work on lubricant sales and marketing were
encouraged to access the wealth of product
data provided by GOI; to use the “library” of
information that is continually having expanded
and upgraded and readily available on
www.gulfoilltd.com.
Although most of their lubricant business is
with motorists and in the automotive sector, new
opportunities which could represent significant
additional volume demand in the market will
soon arise from several large industrial projects.

These opportunities will, naturally, attract many
hopeful suppliers, including Gulf’s competitors.
Typically customers like these will be inundated
with proposals from suppliers, often with similar
products and pricing. All too often not enough
time is spent in researching the customer, to
understand his business and key concerns.
If done properly, this establishes the factors that can
differentiate the Gulf product proposal, so that mere
price is no longer the key factor in the purchasing
decision. Training in planning and executing just such
an approach to a large commercial business is one of
the services offered by GOI.
GOI is also able to provide news on relevant
industry trends, new specifications and new
products. This allows local “front-line” staff – who
are often quite rightly focussed on immediate
issues of selling and order processing – to refresh
their own proposals and sales presentations and,
at the same time, stay up to date with the latest in
the lubricant business.
Finally, GOI’s experienced professionals can
offer worthwhile, constructive criticism on the
health of current businesses, which can lead
to opportunities for cost savings and improved
quality of service. For example, Galana will take
corrective actions to improve the condition of
packaged products delivered to customers. This
should not only reduce costs in the supply chain
but also improve the image of Gulf in their
customers’ eyes.
Such training and consultancy-style services
can now be requested from Gulf Oil International
and plans are already being set out for several
more such events in 2007.
For futher information contact Dr Richard
Pinchin: r.pinchin@gulfoilltd.com

GULF OIL INTERNATIONAL NEWS

NEW AFFILIAITES

TRAINING

ANGELA
HUA WU

Gulf Oil Yantai Ltd (GOY) has
appointed Angela Hua Wu as its new
Financial Controller. Angela joins
GOY from Acome Cables in Taian,
Shandong where she also worked as
Financial Controller.
Angela can be contacted by email:
angela@gulfoilchina.com

PIRET
OSELIN

Orange Disc is pleased to announce
the appointment of Piret Oselin who
has joined Gulf Oil International Ltd in
London as Office Assistant.
Hailing originally from Estonia, Piret
lived in New York prior to joining Gulf
Oil International Ltd where she studied
for an MBA. Piret has worked for
Credit Suisse Financial Services, Inc.
in Customer Services and Macro
Electrical, Inc. as a Personal Assistant.
Piret can be contacted by e-mail:
po@gulfoilltd.com
Orange Disc wishes Angela and
Piret every success in their new roles.

www.gulfoilltd.com
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GULF COMMUNICATES CARE: RALLYING
TO THE AID OF CHILDREN IN 2007
One of the highlights of Gulf Oil
Corporation Ltd’s (GOCL) Corporate
and Social Responsibility programme,
where the company helps serve the
needs of its local community, is the
“Gulf Foster A Child Car Rally” which
has now been running for several
years. The 2007 event took place in
February, with 45 cars creating a
superb day out for the orphaned
children of the Ragina Pachis Home
for Girls and Our Lady’s Home for
Boys in Mumbai.
The 100km event received extensive
coverage in the press and on TV and,
this year, was flagged off by Gulf Vice
President International, Alain Dujean and
Gulf Brand Manager, Aakash Andrews,
with the awards being presented by
Mr. N.C.Sekharan – Head Lubes SBU
GOCL and Mr. R. Varadarajan – VP
Sales & Marketing GOCL.
The Foster a Child Rally is a special
project for Gulf; this event is in line with

Gulf’s core value of ‘Care’. Serving
as a helping hand to communities
has been at the cornerstone of Gulf’s
business for years. Even today, Gulf

SAUDI ARABIA

GULF GLOBAL
MOTORSPORT

1 SALES CONFERENCE + 2 GULF DISTRIBUTORS
= 3 TIMES THE KNOWLEDGE
Left : One of the extremely
productive Istanbul conference
sessions in progress

PEOPLE & PLACES

PARTNER
FEATURE
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continues to demonstrate our support
of local communities globally.
More information from Bijoy Paul:
bpaul@gulfoil.co.in.

Advance Petroleum Services Limited
(APSL) kicked off 2007 by conducting
a sales conference for its distributors
in Istanbul, Turkey.
The event started with a technical
training seminar headed by Arlene
Rebello from Afton chemicals – one
of APSL’s additive suppliers – talking
about various engine oil trends and
www.gulfoilltd.com

their implications. This was followed
by a comprehensive Q & A session.
In the evening, participants relaxed
with a special dinner in an oriental
atmosphere, with live music and
ethnic dancers.
Day two was taken up by real-life
case studies, syndicate exercises and
numerous workshops, which were

conducted in work groups. Participants
shared their knowledge, experience
and skills for devising solutions to
issues pertinent to the workshop’s
particular topic.
Thorough brain storming sessions
were then conducted, with the emphasis
on maintaining the aggressive growth
of APSL and devising new strategies
for achieving targets for the forthcoming year.
As networking is paramount to the
Gulf family, APSL also had an excellent
opportunity to interact with Gulf’s
distributors in Turkey, the Delta Group,
and exchange views and knowledge
with them.
At the end of the conference,
outstanding performers were recognised
and rewarded for their efforts over the
last year. The Eastern region of Saudi
Arabia again grabbed the top two
positions for outstanding performance
in 2006.
For further information:
bilalashraf@apsl-ksa.com

OranGe Disc
GULF RETAIL WELCOMES
NEW MANAGING DIRECTOR
Bayford & Co Ltd, Gulf’s licensee
in the UK, has announced a change
at the top, as Liz Slater (pictured)
has been appointed as its new
Managing Director, with Jonathan
Turner now becoming the company’s
Chief Executive.
Liz has worked for Bayford since
1989 and held a variety of sales and
operational roles before becoming Sales
Director in October 1999. She also held
the role of Managing Director at Bayford’s
former sister firm, The Fuel Card Company.
Gulf’s UK retailing operation now falls
under Liz’s remit and she is relishing the
opportunity this offers. “ I am looking forward
to be more involved with Gulf Retail. We have
a great team, who are doing a fantastic job.
We now have over 170 sites, including 50 new
signings in the last nine months and we are
going to continue taking sites from the majors
in our push to achieve our target of 300 Gulf
branded sites in the UK.”
Orange Disc wishes Liz the best of success in
her latest role.
For further details, contact Adam Walsh:
AWalsh@bayford.co.uk

TURKEY

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION THE
KEY TO DELTA’S EXPANDING FLEET
Delta Akaryakıt, Gulf’s
Turkish Licensee, has
just taken delivery of its
latest additions to their
transport fleet.
The Delta Group
now has many road
tankers and semi-trailers
under its management,
and this impressive
fleet is also employed
to carry humanitarian aid to parts of East Africa in desperate
need of basic and life-saving supplies.
In such inhospitable and often dangerous terrain, it is
vitally important to be able to keep track of vehicles. To do
this Delta uses DataStar, the latest in vehicular satellite
communication technology. Therefore, if one of the new and
immensely impressive powder blue Volvo lorry-trains should
run into difficulties, Delta is able to pinpoint its whereabouts
to render assistance, as well as remotely access vital data on
truck functions. The trucks are also fitted with panic buttons
and the system allows Delta to remotely stop and re-start the
trucks if one should stray too far from their designated route,
which unfortunately can mean hijacking in Darfur.
Apart from the control benefits, Delta’s Kelvin Aldus informs
us that, by installing the system this also gives comfort to
insurance companies resulting in reduced premiums. Truly a
case of communication dictating the shape of things to come....
For further information contact Kelvin Aldus:
kaldus@deltapetrol.com

DENMARK

GULF WARMLY
GREETED AT
PUBLIC DEBUT IN
DENMARK
Gulf’s Danish distributor, Nordic Lube A/S,
recently participated at Scandinavia’s biggest
transport industry trade exposition. ‘Transport
2007’ took place in Herning, Denmark at the
end of March and the show, which attracted
more than 28,000 visitors, covered all aspects
of commercial transport.
For Gulf, the Expo had a greater significance,
as the event marked the re-introduction of the
Gulf brand in Denmark and, unsurprisingly
therefore, the Gulf presence created a great
amount of interest. The stand was very
busy throughout the four-day event, with a
significant number of enquiries generated and
many good contacts made.
This event helped raise awareness for the
Gulf brand and communicate the quality of
Gulf products. The increasing interest in Gulf
at the trade exposition indicated a warm and
welcoming attitude towards the brand in this
new region.
More pictures and a full report can be found
on the Nordic Oli website at the following URL:
http://www.gulfoil.se/sv/news/20070327.html
or further details can be obtained from Martin
Steinkamp:
Martin.Steinkamp@gulfoil.se

PEOPLE & PLACES

UNITED KINGDOM

ITALY

GULF CONTINUES
DEVELOPMENT IN ITALY

In 2006 Gulf business in Italy entered
a new era, with Gulf’s longstanding
licencee, Monticelli, assigning the Gulf
licence to M & G SrL.
M & G was created as a joint venture
between Monticelli and independent
oil marketing company, Mexoil Srl,
specifically for this task.
Heading up the company is Dr Antonio
Rollin (above) who is also responsible
for the company’s marketing. Dr
Mariateresa Milano is in charge of
commercial administration, while Dr
Maria D’Apolito is responsible for the
company’s communications (both
shown, right).
Sergio Loschi has stepped back from
the day to day running of Gulf lubricant
business in Italy to be able to
concentrate more heavily on Gulf Car
Care and other business interests.

With a number of experienced
lubricant professionals on its staff, M
& G is able to offer full and complete
assistance and advice for every kind
of lubricant-related request, both in the
industrial sector and in the automotive
market – whether that be for light or
heavy-duty applications.
The extra depth of resource now
present for Gulf in Italy means that it is
able to examine its customers’ requirements even more closely than before
and cater, more exactly, for them.
M & G,
situated in
Mercogliano,
Southern
Italy, is not
far from the
famous port
of Naples
where the Mexoil plant is
located. This plant now handles all of
the production of Gulf lubricants for Italy.
Gulf looks forward to its lubricant
products having a wider availability in
Italy and a greater brand presence.
Further information on Gulf in Italy
can be obtained from Dr. Antonio
Rollin: direzione@gulfitalia.it
www.gulfoilltd.com
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GREAT WALL NO BARRIER TO
MONGOLIAN CUSTOMER LIAISION
In January, Gulf Oil Yantai Ltd (GOY) held a dealer
meeting in Hohehot, the capital of Inner Mongolia, in
association with its local distributor, the M/s Inner
Mongolia Yu Feng Company.
The meeting, as can be seen in the picture, was
extremely well attended, with more than 120 people
making the trip, almost 100 of whom were dealers and
the others being key garage owners and mechanics.
During the meeting a presentation was made about
Gulf’s history, its products, the new plant and future
trends in lubricant requirements for vehicles.
One of the most memorable speakers was a truck
driver who has been using Gulf products for almost a
decade without a single problem. His testimonial did a
great job of convincing the assembled guests of the
high quality of Gulf products.
The presentations were followed by a less formal quiz
session about Gulf’s product range. The meeting was
judged a great success with the participants returning home
with renewed confidence about GOY and its products.
For further information contact T V Joseph:
joseph@gulfoilchina.com

NETHERLANDS

GULF ON THE ROAD

GULF LMS/
LE MANS

Gulf Oil Nederland B.V. (GON) recently acquired 3 new
Hendricks tank trailers, each of which is towed by MAN
lightweight tractor units. An example of the new tankers is
pictured here, sitting proudly in front of one of Gulf’s
facilities in the Netherlands.
GON has also just bought a further 3 LAG tank trailers
with 3 new Volvo tractor units. This now brings the size of
their tanker fleet up to 52 trucks in total. These range in
size from fifteen to fifty cubic metres.
With these new editions to the fleet, GON is
strengthening its supply chain, through which it will deliver
products more efficiently to its customers.
For more information email Pieter Kruijff: p.kruijff@gulf.nl

GULF GLOBAL
MOTORSPORT
PARTNER
FEATURE

SAUDI ARABIA
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENTS

RIYADH LOCALS GAIN GULF BRAND AWARENESS
With the inauguration of its first outlet in Riyadh, the Gulf
Express chain of lubricant service outlets has proudly moved
into Saudi Arabia’s capital city. With its splendid architecture,
Riyadh can be compared to any modern city in the world and
today the city extends for some 600 sq miles (1600 sq kilometers) and has a population of more than 6.5 million people.

www.gulfoilltd.com

Advance Petroleum Services Ltd (APSL), which distributes
Gulf lubricants in the country, is committed to the growth of
Gulf Express in this major city, with plans to open 30 more
outlets over the next year. This process will continue to capture
more strategic locations in Riyadh over the coming months.
With its proven popularity, its experienced staff and the
business model of Gulf Express, APSL is optimistic that it will
soon capture a big share of the market in Riyadh and will, at
the same time, be able to change the mindset of motorists
away from going to the usual puncture shops.
Over the last few years, APSL’s management has realised
that a strong and cost-effective way to promote the Gulf
brand for increased visibility and brand awareness was to
start advertising on station canopies, where a Gulf Express
outlet was associated. This unique feature, for the highly
individual Saudi market, has been tremendously well received
by local customers.
The orange coloured canopies that promote Gulf lubricants
are boosting brand awareness in the region.
For more details contact Sulaiman Shaukat:
sulaimashaukat@apsl-ksa.com

OranGe Disc
GULF IN A NEW MARKET

TRAINING &
COMMUNICATION:
APSL’S ON-SITE
CUSTOMER SEMINARS
In a bid to get closer to end-users and know them better,
Advance Petroleum Services Ltd (APSL) have been
conducting “On-Site Technical Seminars” for their valued
clients in Saudi Arabia.
One such Technical Seminar on “Lubricants and
Lubrication” was conducted at the Dallah Establishment
Cleaning Project in Jeddah in March. It was spearheaded
by Western Region Commercial Manager, Engr. Nildo Tan
Jr., with his team members and it covered background on
APSL, lubricant properties, an introduction to additives,
lubricant classification, and diesel engine technology.
The Technical Seminar helped build awareness among
end-users of the effective use of lubricants and lubrication.
In addition, customers learnt about the correct drain period
for their vehicles and the value of having used oil analysed.
Further details can be obtained from Sajid Saeed:
sajidsaeed@apsl-ksa.com

A new chapter of Gulf history begins, as the first Gulf service station in the
Middle East is now open. Gulf is the first international brand in Jordan, which
is a big achievement for the Gulf brand. Pictured here is the service station
which is situated in the Queen Rania Road, Amman, Jordan whilst a second
site at the Al-Zerka Rd is also already under construction, with work due to
commence on a number of further sites in the near future.
These initiatives will undoubtedly boost the brand’s presence in the region.
Orange Disc looks forward to printing new brand developments in Jordan in
the near future.
More details are available by email from Kamil Fakhoury:
kfakhoury@gulfjo.com

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENTS

SAUDI ARABIA

JORDAN

SWEDEN

GULF BRAND
ALWAYS
REMEMBERED
IN SWEDEN

POLAND

GULF ADDING VALUE: COMMUNICATING
THE BRAND IN POLAND
Oil Trading Poland
(OTP) is currently
in the process of
setting up a network
of distributors in
Poland. Since the
Gulf brand is new to
the Polish market,
OTP’s distributors
have limited
knowledge of the
brand or the
impressive history of
Gulf. To help generate
Gulf brand awareness
and communicate what is behind the
brand, OTP decided to set up a dedicated
Gulf store at its head office, in Szczecin.
Inside the store, as can be seen in the
picture, OTP showcases a wide range
range of Gulf Lubricants, the Car Care
products that are available, a selection
of branded gadgets, Gulf uniforms and
pictures of Gulf’s racing activities.
The purpose of the shop is not to sell
small package products but primarily
to inspire OTP’s customers to take on

board the Gulf style for their own
organisations.
A very useful side effect of having the
shop is that OTP can receive potential
customers in a highly professional
environment and this has proven to have
an extremely positive influence on the
process of selling Gulf and boosting the
awareness of the Gulf brand in the
Polish market.
Further details are available from Rob
van den Bosch: rob@oiltrading.pl

For the Gulf brand in Scandinavia 2007 looks like
being a momentous year. The latest development is the
opening of the first Gulf service station in April by Gulf’s
fuel and lubricants licensee in Sweden, Nordic Oil. This
new site is in Borås, on the western side of the country,
and its inauguration represents a true landmark event
for Gulf and Nordic Oil.
The opening, which marks Gulf’s return to Sweden
after an absence of more than twenty years, attracted a
great deal of attention from both media and public alike.
As in so many other places, worldwide, the Gulf Orange
Disc logo still carries with it a great deal of affection for
many and the reaction to Gulf’s return in Sweden is very
positive.
The fact that the Gulf brand has remained in the
minds of Swedes is a testament to how well Gulf has
communicated its values in that region. Gulf endeavours
to continue to make the brand even more memorable in
the future.
For more information please contact Martin
Steinkamp: Martin.Steinkamp@gulfoil.se
www.gulfoilltd.com
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GULF UP FOR THE WORLD CUP…
India is arguably the most intensely passionate cricketing nation in the world
and Gulf Oil Corporation Ltd (GOCL) employed this love of the sport to maximum
effect during the recent ICC Cricket World Cup, with a massive marketing
campaign that used the tournament as its theme.
The multi-faceted programme was probably the most ambitious yet undertaken by GOCL and featured, at its core, a series of TV advertisements and
sponsored items, which included traditional ad slots, as well as exclusive
branding of the 4th Umpire’s room, the opening coin toss, the banners showing
the 3rd Umpire’s decisions and a number of inset advertisements for each match.
Backing up the TV campaign was a number of related activities. All pushed the
theme of “Endurance” as being one of the qualities needed in cricket and related
that back to Gulf Pride 4T Plus motorbike oil, which now has now been certified
as having a drain interval of 10,000kms. Activities included a mass give-away of
Match Schedule Cards, banners at retail sites and specially liveried delivery vans, which acted as mobile billboards.
As can be seen from the picture, the imagery was bright and visually highly striking.
Further details from Bijoy Paul: bpaul@gulfoil.co.in
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Facing the challenge of embarking
on a marketing campaign, Gulf Oil
Argentina (GOA) decided to work with
professional market researchers to
ascertain exactly what end-users look
for when buying a lubricant.
The research took four focus
groups of ten people aged between
28 and 55, who fell into the ABC1
social categories and whose car was
less than five years old.
The conclusions showed that all

clean, protect and reduce friction –
spring other ideas with similar
communication potential.
Using the main premises the focus
groups highlighted, GOA devised a
new marketing campaign with the
motto “Give your car oxygen and
harmony with Gulf lubricants”.
GOA began working with this new
campaign in the south of the country
and the results were very impressive.
They saw an increase of sales volume
of 12% over the same period last
year; an increase in the sales of
medium and top end products of
15% over the same period last year;
increased distributor loyalty, better
recall of the Gulf brand and an
increase in market share.
The knock-on effect for GOA has
also been extremely positive as
Commerical Manager, Pablo Carballo
explains, “This success has made
us work with renewed energy in the
other strategic markets of our
vast country.”
For further details contact: Pablo
Carballo: pcarballo@gulfoil.com.ar

UNITED KINGDOM

GULF COMMUNICATES ITS SUCCESS AT UK’S IFFE SHOW
The Gulf team
at the IFFE
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individuals could
be classified in
one of three types,
as follows:
Type 1:
Interested; Type 2:
Disinterested; Type
3: Uninformed
and (therefore)
disinterested.
Although
lubricants are
necessary for all,
Type 1 was the one
that viewed an oil and
filter change as being
part of a renewal
process. Type 1 were also shown to
be leaders, opinion formers and the
natural target customers for Gulf.
The research showed that there
are key ideas of huge communication
potential, which lubricants can offer
as a subject matter. One such
idea is Life itself, because oil is
considered a vital material. From
the basic and specific functions
of lubricants – which are: to cool,

Gulf Retail, a division of Bayford & Co Ltd, recently
exhibited at the UK’s International Forecourt and Fuel
Exhibition show (IFFE) in Birmingham.
The IFFE is the largest and most prestigious show of
its kind in the UK. It offers one of the few real opportunities for fuel suppliers and independent forecourt operators to come together under one roof and compare notes
on what it takes to be a successful petrol retailer.
Keith Jewers, Director of Gulf Retail said, “Our investment in the show was exactly the right thing to do and we
were delighted by the number of dealers that visited. We
had three very busy days, the show was well attended
and the quality of exhibitors reflected very positively, both
on the event and the industry. It was a useful platform to

www.gulfoilltd.com

remind the industry and customers of our presence and
of Gulf’s strength.”
“We were delighted to welcome our colleagues, Alain
Dujean and Paul Stannard, from GOI UK when they
visited us. Their support and enthusiasm was, as always,
very welcome.”
“I’ve been visiting dealer prospects since the IFFE
and many have commented favourably on our presence
there. A strong benefits package and flexible deals are
part of the reason why Gulf is attracting more-and-more
dealers to its brand and the IFFE proved to be an ideal
platform to communicate that message.”
For more information contact Adam Walsh:
awalsh@bayford.co.uk

OranGe Disc
FOOTBALL IN FINLAND
Gulf’s Finnish distributors, US-Parts Finn-AM
OY, have become the main sponsors of Finnish
premier league football team, F C Viikingit. The
team, whose name translates to “Vikings” is the
most recent addition to Finland’s Veikkausliiga,
which has fourteen clubs from all over the country
competing to become Champions of Finland.
The team play with large Gulf logos on their
shirts and the league season runs from the end
of April through to October, with the Finnish
League Cup being played in advance of that, in
the Spring.
US Parts are backing up the sponsorship itself
with a series of related activities, including a VIP
programme for special guests and customers.
The picture shows (from left) Kari Martiala and
MD Ilkka Ruoppa
from US-Parts
and FC Viikingit
VP, Jorma
Koivukangas
after the signing
of the deal. This
sponsorship will
undoubtedly
boost brand
awareness in
the region because of the outstanding media
coverage these matches enjoy.
For further information visit the club website:
www.fcviikingit.com or email Kari Martiala at US
Parts: kari.martiala@usparts.fi

INDIA

LOYALTY PROGRAM

HYDRAULIC OILS

Continuing this series of articles, Dr Richard Pinchin now
focuses our attention on Gulf’s Hydraulic Oils
The largest volume product group in Gulf’s
manufacture and pack filling).
Industrial portfolio is that of hydraulic oils
All these oils are blended only in
(including bearing and circulating oils). There
Gulf-authorised plants, following the
are many types – which are used in a wide
exacting Gulf quality management system.
variety of situations where a pump drives
Integral to this is the required use of high
oil under pressure through a pipeline to a
quality base oils, vital for good hydraulic
hydraulic motor, or piston, thus efficiently
oil performance, and specific production
delivering power at a remote location. They
procedures to avoid product crossare even used in applications that are not
contamination, the merest trace of which
hydraulic power systems at all, such as to
can often seriously affect the products’
lubricate light-weight machine bearings.
performance.
These hydraulic oils are, in the main,
This set of hydraulic oils shown is
marketed under the well-known brand
underpinned by a basic performance
name, Gulf Harmony, though there are
product: Gulf Harmony itself. It is further
also some products used in centralised oil
supplemented by Harmony HPLD (an
circulation systems that feed machinery
ashless, anti-wear hydraulic oil with
bearings. These are sold under the name
detergent properties) and Harmony EF
Gulf Security.
(bio-degradable anti-wear hydraulic fluid)
There are many different hydraulic oils,
as well as the soon-to-be-released
classified according to either physical
synthetic and bio-degradable synthetic
properties: ISO viscosity grade, viscosity
fluids, Harmony Synth and Bio-Synth.
index, mineral, synthetic, fire resistant
These, together with Gulf Security (a
or bio-degradable base fluid or by
basic grade Rust and Oxidation inhibiting
performance features (e.g. anti-wear). For
circulating oil) and Security PMA
such an important component of machine
(an ashless product specially formulated
operation, it is not surprising to find a large
for use in paper mill machinery) mean that
number of very exacting technical
Gulf now has a comprehensive range of
performance specifications, the most
hydraulic and circulating oils.
common of which are: DIN 51524 and
THE GULF HYDRAULIC RANGE
ISO 15380, with the manufacturers
Denison and Cincinnati Machine
further contributing their in-house
specifications.
The portfolio of Harmony oils is
shown in the Table. The first section of
the table shows the different types of
anti-wear chemistry (zinc based and
zinc-free), the types of viscosity groups
according to DIN (normal HVI and
extra high VI) and the availability of
‘super-clean’ versions of these oils
(where special care has been taken
to meet the NAS 6 standard for the
presence of microscopic particles,
as measured at the final stage of

NEW PRODUCTS

FINLAND

INDIA

TWO MAJOR LAUNCHES IN INDIA
This striking leaflet illustrates the Gulf Gold-Hi-Gold
trade promotion, which ran at the beginning of the
year in India and offered retailers the chance to win
gold coins of differing sizes from 1g through to 15g.
The promotion, which also included a Lucky Draw
element, proved to be a huge success once again
and increased customer loyalty.
This is one of numerous added value benefits
that Gulf in India has developed for its customers.
The positive response is an indication to the
goodwill generated by Gulf with its market.
Further details from Bijoy Paul:
bpaul@gulfoil.co.in

Following on from its successful introduction of co-branded Ashok
Leyland lubricants, Gulf Oil Corporation Ltd (GOCL) has won a
contract to supply Volvo Penta with their own-branded Diesel Engine Oils
– the 25 litre pack is pictured here. The initial 2-year deal follows from
a successful and stringent accreditation process, which included visits
of Volvo personnel to Gulf’s Silvassa plant and reciprocal visits of Gulf
personnel to Volvo’s Technology Corporation in Gothenburg, Sweden.
Meanwhile, the sales to the Ashok Leyland service centres in India of
the twelve Gulf-Ashok Leyland co-branded oils continue to grow.
The Ashok Leyland co-branded products are sold through both Ashok
Leyland dealers / service stations and the Gulf Oil distributor network in the
local market.
GOCL has also recently introduced a new product specifically developed
for the agriculture sector. Gulf Tractor Guard is available in two different
viscosity grades – SAE 20W-40 & SAE 40 and two different pack sizes –
a 1 litre can and 7.5 litre bucket (pictured).
For further details contact Bijoy Paul: bpaul@gulfoil.co.in
www.gulfoilltd.com
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Gulf Oil International Brand and Marketing Manager, Aakash Andrews
examines the crucial role that Communication plays for Gulf’s business at
all levels – from reinforcing its core values through to providing operational
support for national distributors and their customers
As outlined in the previous edition of the Orange Disc, Gulf’s
operations are unique because of the way in which the
Gulf brand is licensed to established, reputable businesses
around the world. Gulf Oil International provides value-added
services to its affiliates and Gulf affiliates, in turn, market the
product to their customers.
This article highlights how Gulf effectively
communicates at every level in its structure
– Gulf Oil International to its Affiliates and
Affiliates to their local customers. In doing
so, this article also outlines how Gulf’s
core values are demonstrated through its
worldwide operations and how Gulf has
embraced various modern communication
channels to promote the brand and its
products to its customers.

www.gulfoilltd.com

COMMUNICATING BRAND VALUES
Gulf recently acquired a number of advertisements that
were commissioned to promote the brand from 1940-1960.
These depict community living, technical innovation and tell
inspiring stories of Gulf and its responsibility to local and
global communities. Some of the advertisements have titles
such as the ‘Art of Being Human’; this particular
advertisement (left) depicts a Gulf worker
helping a motorist in trouble on a deserted
road, evoking an inspiring impression of Gulf
through its customer service. Through these
advertisements Gulf communicated its core
values of Care, Inspiration, Courage, Youth
and Endurance.
Even today, Gulf realises how important
communication is to its overall growth. A

OranGe Disc

(A Unique Brand)
communication initiatives strive to reach our
customers. Gulf’s affiliates have taken this on
board. The brand is constantly stretching itself
to meet the needs of our customers in every
way possible.
GOI COMMUNICATING TO
AFFILIATES
Earlier this year, representatives from Gulf
Oil International visited India
to participate in a branding
conference presented by one of
the leading practitioners in brand
management. Gulf’s goal was to
perform a “brainstorming” exercise
to understand the best way to
communicate the brand to customers
and affiliates with the available global

resources. This exercise threw light on a number
of steps that need to be taken and also renewed a
sense of achievement in the efforts undertaken so far.
Overall it re-enforced something we knew
all along – there is a lot of work that goes into
communicating the brand to Gulf’s affiliates and that
there are other initiatives that we must think about
that should prove beneficial. 2006 in particular
was a landmark year for Gulf with, foremost
amongst our initiatives, the publication of the
company’s new corporate brochure, re-positioning
of the brand online and Gulf Oil’s International
Conference in Madrid. The development of
such marketing collateral has resulted in an
increased interest in the Gulf brand globally. For

COVER FEATURE

separate article in this edition promotes Gulf India’s
Foster a Child Rally (right). This rally is organized
to raise awareness and money for orphaned
children in Mumbai. Through this initiative the brand
demonstrates that we at Gulf Care not only for our
customers but also for the development of local
communities at large. This initiative is also an
inspiration to communities themselves, as Gulf
sets a positive example of how the company can
strive to make a difference in society.
Gulf’s core values of Courage and Inspiration
are demonstrated through the company’s
ambitious expansion and brand awareness
initiatives in new markets. Saudi Arabia’s highly
successful Gulf Express initiative has now
expanded operations into Riyadh with plans in place
to open 30 more outlets in the kingdom. Other examples come
from Europe where Gulf in Poland has included a dedicated
Gulf store at its head office to add value to the customers’
experience. The shop has been envisioned to inspire
customers to adopt the Gulf style for their own organisations.
Sport is an apt association when thinking of Youth and
Endurance and Gulf has been at the cornerstone of innovative
sponsorship, either through our local operations or via Gulf
Oil International. Every year Gulf sponsors cars in the Le
Mans series and Le Mans 24 Hours. These events attract a
lot of media attention and attention from young motor sport
enthusiasts. Gulf’s legacy in motor sport has been extremely
strong at these events, especially at Le Mans 24 Hours where
Gulf is an iconic brand with its history deeply rooted in the race.
As is evident in the above examples and throughout this
edition of the Orange Disc, Gulf’s values remain strong.
But having brand values is not enough. The true test of an
enduring brand comes in the way the company lives these
values through its operations and also how it communicates
the same to its customers. Whether it is online or offline, our

(Quality and Responsibility)
example, recent website analysis proves that traffic to Gulf
Oil International’s site has increased substantially. This is an
added benefit to the Gulf group
as it generates awareness among both current and
prospective customers.
In 2007, marketing initiatives that are especially geared
to affiliates continue. This year Gulf has invested major
sponsorship in 2006 LMP2 category winners, the BaraziEpsilon team in the Le Mans Series and at Le Mans. With
every year, Gulf’s profile is raised at these events and motor
sport fans around the world, both young and old, become
increasingly aware of the Gulf brand. This sponsorship
provides a unique opportunity for our affiliates to leverage
it into their own local marketing communication.
Gulf Oil International regularly sends marketing and
technical professionals to assist our affiliates with any
questions about their products or the correct usage of the
Gulf brand, in line with Gulf’s brand guidelines. Helping brand
development through this sharing of knowledge is at the
cornerstone of the Gulf business. Other on-going efforts to
support our affiliates include developing product digests,
media packs and an efficient method of retrieving Gulf
specific information through the development of Gulf’s
extranet site.
GULF AFFILIATES COMMUNICATING TO
CUSTOMERS
Whilst Gulf provides support to its affiliates, it is
ultimately up to Gulf Affiliates globally to attract
local customers and make those important sales
that keep business active.
Gulf affiliates around the world can boast
some innovative sponsorship initiatives. Delta
Petroleum in Turkey, really know how to put on
a show with their sponsorship as was evident in
both 2005 and 2006 when the Le Mans series
traveled to Turkey. Gulf’s Finnish affiliates,
Continued on page12 >>
www.gulfoilltd.com
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US Parts are currently
sponsoring a football team
that is making headlines in
Finland. These sponsorships
attract a lot of youth in Finland
and the brand’s presence is
boosted through widespread
local media coverage. Other
notable initiatives include
Romania’s ongoing football
and rally sponsorship, which again attract excellent
local coverage, drawing youth to these events, which
boast fantastic Gulf branding. Most recently Gulf Oil
Middle East Limited and Gulf Oil Corporation India were
notable sponsors, locally, for the Cricket World Cup.
Cricket has an incredible following throughout this part
of Asia especially among youngsters. The Gulf brand
enjoyed excellent mileage through raised awareness with

offers instant global technical back-up to distributors and
customers worldwide and other Gulf national entities have
been quick to recognize the benefits of developing their own
user-friendly Gulf websites. For example, Gulf’s Turkish
Affiliates, Delta Petroleum has received awards for its
website and numerous other Gulf affiliates are developing
websites that portray the Gulf brand in both a modern and
attractive way – helping to boost brand, product and social
communication, both externally
and internally. In an effort to
develop consistent online
(Global Customer Satisfaction)
presentation of the brand,
customers – both new and old.
Gulf’s affiliates are welcome to develop their own website
Some articles cited in this edition of the Orange Disc
with the same website template as Gulf Oil International’s.
are a testament to the attention our affiliates give their
On an operational level, Delta Petroleum has also adopted
customers. Examples include, Gulf Oil Yantai’s dealer
the latest in satellite communication systems to help track
meeting in Inner Mongolia, where Gulf products and
their lorry fleet in the Sudan. Bayford & Co., Gulf’s affiliates
history were presented. This meeting helped educate Gulf
in the UK has adopted a self-generating order system,
customers who left it inspired and committed to the Gulf
which is triggered when a customer’s fuel level falls below a
brand. Similarly APSL, Gulf’s Saudi Arabian affiliates,
certain point. Gulf in Holland has adopted online training for
held a sales conference
customers and already has several graduates.
in Turkey to train is
These are but a few examples of how technology is an
distributors. The winner
integral part of the Gulf business on all levels.
of a recent customer
Gulf also continues to successfully use the numerous
competition hosted by
marketing communi-cation channels available, both locally
US Parts in Finland
and globally for getting its messages across. Whether it is
will get to enjoy an all
through TV, Print Media, Poster Campaigns, Public Relations
expenses trip to the
activities or even the way that service stations are branded,
Le Mans 24 Hours in
Gulf Oil
France this year. These
International
initiatives stem from a
and Gulf
point of care for anyone
entities
in contact with the brand
everywhere
(Diversity and Unity)
and a desire to promote good business.
– from
Above are a few of the many initiatives in place to
South America, via Europe and the Middle East through
attract Gulf’s customers and provide them with the best
to Asia – continue to build awareness of the brand and
quality products and services on the market.
everything it stands for.
GULF OIL INTERNATIONAL AND ITS
AFFILIATES EMBRACE MODERN
TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS
Gulf Oil International and its Affiliates have been quick
to adopt modern communication technologies to
communicate with customers. The new Gulf website
www.gulfoilltd.com

CONCLUSION
All the above examples of affiliates initiatives have been
featured in this issue or recent editions of Orange Disc. In
whatever Gulf does, we aim to communicate that the Gulf
brand has built-up its business by providing customers with
products of the highest quality, and service to match, through
both local and global operations.

OranGe Disc

The Delta Group became Gulf’s licensee in Turkey for both fuel
retailing and lubricant distribution in 2004. Delta already had a
history of fuel retailing in its home country but, with the Turkish
automobile market undergoing a period of major expansion
and the longer term possibility of entry into the European
Union, Delta reached the conclusion that it needed to
go to market with an internationally recognised brand to
make a long term impression on the Turkish Market.
After researching the possibilities, Delta decided that
the Gulf brand fulfilled their requirements and signed as
a fuel licensee in January 2004. Delta’s plans have been
ambitious from the outset, looking to establish a six
percent market share for fuel stations by 2010.
Their strategy for their fuel retail programme has been
to combine the opening of new Gulf sites with the
re-branding of existing Delta stations to Gulf. The number of
Gulf stations currently stands at 45 with a further 35 Delta
stations remaining to be re-branded, all of which should be
converted to Gulf stations by the end of 2007. In addition,
Delta’s ongoing expansion programme aims to open a
further 20 new Gulf stations per year, starting with 2007.
Central to this growth are Delta’s ability to control
delivery of guaranteed quality fuel products through their
own logistics operation and the image of quality and
driver-friendly service that the design of the Gulf branded fuel
stations offers the Turkish motorist.
Delta also entered the lubricants business in Turkey with
Gulf in mid 2004. The Turkish market – the thirteenth largest
in the world - was already highly competitive with a mixture of
strong local brands and well-known international brands. Delta
has targeted a 5% market share by 2015.
Here again Delta has a two part strategy to achieve its aims.
The first phase has been a penetration into the market through
specific channels with a select number of products from the
Gulf portfolio. Delta has focused on two main channels so far:
distributors and independent, non-franchised workshops. Thus
far it has been extremely successful, with Gulf gaining remarkable
penetration through those two channels, especially with auto
lubricants and hydraulic oils. At the end of this phase, Delta will
have complete coverage throughout Turkey and will have
achieved what it sees as a sustainable level of lubricant business.
Coming into a market where Gulf did not enjoy instant brand
recognition, Delta has been very active in building the Gulf
brand in Turkey. For 2005 and 2006 it majored on a heavy
involvement with Gulf in the Le Mans Series, using the Istanbul
rounds of the Series to great effect with dealer meetings, major
guest hospitality, local and national media conferences, circuit
branding, merchandising, local & national advertising and
TV/Radio exposure.
Delta extended its motorsport branding programme in 2006
with the introduction of the “Gulf Super Weekends” – a series
of race meetings that brought together the majority of Turkey’s

top motor racing championships. These instantly became
very popular amongst the race fraternity and also proved a
great media draw.
For 2007, the emphasis has moved away from the
overall brand building that motorsport offered to more
product-focused promotions. Delta’s primary aim is to
help increase product penetration and pull-through by
means of such activities as gifts and local advertising
and promotional campaigns.
Three years on, Delta considers that the Turkish
market still holds intense promise for Gulf’s prospects
in the country as Delta’s Adnan Gochan explains,
“The first, vital stages of penetration into the market
have already been completed. Especially on the fuel
retailing side, Gulf is now perceived to be a reliable
partner among dealers and one which builds very good
service stations of extremely high quality. The quality of
lubricant products is also much appreciated among
customers as well, which is helping the brand to appeal
to ever greater numbers of lubricant resellers to sell
Gulf products.”

One of Turkey’s
latest service
stations; this
one at Soke.
Above top:
The award
winning Gulf
Turkey website
Above:
Gulf livered
Subaru Race
Safety car.
Below:
Speed, Glamour
and top-quality
branding, the Gulf
Super Weekend

PARTNER FEATURE – TURKEY

DELTA: FORCE FOR GULF IN TURKEY

THE DELTA GROUP
The Delta Group is based in Istanbul and has a variety of
different business interests in its portfolio. Over almost
quarter of a century it has established itself as a major force
in the Middle East and Black Sea region.
Currently employing around five hundred people, Delta’s
interests include petroleum products storage, petroleum
product wholesaling and retailing, oil products and LPG
transportation and oil trading.
Delta has one of the largest independently owned oil logistics
and storage businesses in Turkey and the surrounding region.
In addition to its petrol and oil distribution activities with the
Gulf brand and though its 200 lubricant dealers, Delta also
specialises in trading in the regions in which it operates.
Based on its local expertise, management know-how, contacts and
reputation, Delta is able to perform regional trade activities to
reinforce its strong position in the international oil markets.
Delta also operates one of the largest independent fleets
of LPG semi-trailers worldwide, with more than 200 units
which service the entire region.

For further
information about
Gulf in Turkey,
contact
Kelvin Aldus:
kaldus@deltapetrol.
com
www.gulfoilltd.com
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It is virtually impossible these days to
watch TV news or read a newspaper
without being reminded that we all face
the problem of climate change (global
warming) caused largely by emissions
of carbon dioxide (CO²).
The implications for the oil industry
and its customers are far reaching. The
pressure is on to reduce emissions but,
at the same time, there is the irresistible
force of social and economic development
– itself the driver for ever more energy use
and hence more CO² emission.
This article illustrates one reaction
to this issue, how developments in
vehicular powertrains help lower
emissions per kilometre driven, and
the consequences of such progress for
Gulf as lubricant supplier.
The term, “powertrain”, is used to
describe the mechanical parts that take
the output of an engine through to the
wheels, i.e. gearbox, propeller shaft,
final drive or differential gears and axles.
Gearboxes have been used since
automobiles were first manufactured, and
we will look at some engineering progress
made in the past few years, mainly in
response to environmental pressures.

THE DYNAMICS OF POWER
AND TORQUE
The power output of an internal
combustion engine is a function of its
speed of rotation. As there are more
combustion phases per second at 4000
rpm than at 2000, and the energy or
power comes from combustion, then
the engine produces more power
www.gulfoilltd.com

at higher revolutions. No surprise
therefore, that engine speeds for racing
cars can be very high – around 19000
rpm for modern Formula 1 engines.
To accelerate a vehicle at low speed
you need a high torque (i.e. turning
force applied to the axle) and power.
Therefore a lower gear ratio, offering
more engine revolutions per wheel
revolution, is chosen than when cruising
at a steady speed (in a high gear).
To generate more power, the driver
presses the accelerator to send more
fuel into the engine. More fuel used
at a given speed means, inevitably,
more emissions per kilometre. I‘m
sure we have all seen a heavily laden
truck climbing a hill and belching black
smoke, but the same truck coasting
down the hill doesn’t produce anything
like the same amount of pollution. This
is an extreme example of how engine
power in use affects emissions. We

The design of internal combustion
engines has benefited in recent years
from the advent of sophisticated
electronic engine management
systems. Signals from sensors fitted
to the engine and the exhaust system
feed into the computer, which then
controls the air/fuel mixture, injection
timing, the spark timing, the valve
opening timing; in fact, everything
which affects the combustion process.
This has enabled significant
improvements to be achieved in
reducing harmful emission gases to
meet national specifications (e.g. Euro
4 limits) whilst at the same improving
fuel economy (therefore less CO² per
km). However, further advances in fuel
economy are becoming more difficult
to achieve through engine design
changes, therefore attention has moved
to the powertrain.

THE NEED FOR GEARS – AND
MODERN DEVELOPMENTS
With such a high degree of combustion
control it is inevitable that we can find
engine speed and load conditions with
the lowest and cleanest emissions
while still producing adequate power.
However, vehicles
still need to drive over
different terrains and
at different speeds;
accelerating, cruising
and decelerating in
the process.
To enable the driver
to get the best from
the engine over these
different conditions,
the relative speed
of rotation of the

OranGe Disc
seconds) and the shift time is now so
short that gear changes are almost
imperceptible to the driver. Engineering
progress continues apace and 8-speed
transmissions and even dual clutch
automated manual gearboxes are
already commercially available.

synchromesh cones. Consequently, the
oil formulations have been dramatically
improved to compensate for this lower
viscosity and thus avoid wear of these
new materials.

Furthermore, to prevent the driver
from using an inappropriate gear ratio
– thus wasting fuel and causing high
emissions – the modern powertrain
is also now fitted with electronic
management systems. So, a modern
transmission system can help maximise
the performance of the vehicle with
the minimum of fuel consumption.
For example, one famous gearbox
manufacturer reports achieving a fuel
saving of more than 15% with a modern
6-speed automatic transmission
compared to the traditional 3-speed
system. This, in turn, means 15% less
CO² emissions.
Merely automating the gear selection
process in a manual transmission
also reduces fuel consumption by as
much as 3%, mostly by eliminating the
‘heavy foot’ effect of the driver. There
are other advantages too. The modern
systems provide better performance
(e.g. the time to accelerate from 0 to
100 kph can be reduced by nearly 0.2

THE GULF AUTOMOTIVE GEAR OIL PORTFOLIO

GULF DEVELOPMENTS
These factors combined have led to the
need for new, high performance gear
oils and automatic transmission fluids
(ATFs). Gulf has responded to this
trend and has recently launched new
oils in both of these product groups.
Different vehicle and powertrain
manufacturers have answered the need
to reduce emission in different ways,
which has led to the need for more new
specialised gear oils and ATFs.
Gone are the days when a General
Motors Dexron® II type ATF or an API
GL-4 oil could be used in the automatic
transmission or gearbox, respectively,
of virtually every car. The vehicle user
handbook will
indicate the
specific
type of oil
required
for the
transmission
– and the Gulf
product portfolio
can provide
the product

HOW OTHER AUTOMOTIVE
DEVELOPMENTS IMPACT
ON GEAR OILS
Of course, weight reduction and
aerodynamic styling also help fuel
economy. By using aluminium and
plastic, as well as smaller, high
precision designs, transmission unit
weights have been reduced by 60%
(for the same torque handling capacity)
over the past 20 years. These factors
cause the transmission to run at
higher temperatures as the power is
transferred by smaller gears, which
are less well cooled because of lack
of airflow. This, in turn, means the
transmission fluid has to work at higher
maximum operating temperatures, as
well as cold, upon start-up.
To reduce frictional drag inside the
powertrain, the viscosity of the latest
transmission fluids is much reduced,
and this itself contributes to an
improvement in fuel economy of almost
1%. There are also new materials
used in the gears, clutches and
Application

Main Grade

With OEM
approvals

And Extra
Performance

Synthetic Oils

Manual
Gearboxes

Gulf Gear EP

Gulf Gear MZ
Gulf Gear XP

Gulf Gear TX

Gulf Syngear EP

Rear Axle /
Differentials

Gulf Gear MP

Total
Driveline

Gulf Gear DB
Gulf Gear HD

Gulf Gear MT

Gulf Gear TDL

(for axles and
non-synchromesh
gearboxes)

(for synchromesh
gearboxes and axles)

TECHNICAL FEATURE

engine and the wheels is varied by the
use of gears. In the search for lower
vehicle emissions, modern powertrains
are being introduced. In place of the
traditional ‘stepped’ 4-speed manual
gearbox and 3-speed automatic
transmission, more, and more closely
spaced, gear ratios are being used in
passenger cars (e.g. with up to 6, 7
or even 8 gears). These also reduce
the need for large engines that can
generate a lot of torque at low RPM, so
lighter and more fuel-efficient engines
can be used.

(suitable for intarders)

Gulf Gear LS

Gulf Syngear

(limited slip differential)

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID RANGE
Application
Product
Notes
Older vehicles
Gulf ATF Type A
Still widely used in older vehicles and power
Gulf ATF Type F
steering units
Gulf ATF DX II
Standard Grades Gulf ATF DX III
Gulf ATF DX IIIH
Gulf ATF MV

Widely used where former Dexron® and
Mercon® specifications are called for

Latest Products

Gulf Dexron® VI ATF
Gulf Mercon® V ATF

Approved by General Motors
Approved by Ford

Synthetic ATF

Gulf ATF Synth

Further product details can be found on www.gulfoilltd.com and http://124.30.44.229/GulfOilSearch
or from the nearest authorised Gulf Distributor.
The author is indebted to ZF Friedrichshafen AG, Lubrizol Corporation and Afton Chemical for their
assistance with this article.
www.gulfoilltd.com
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Gulf’s return to top level motorsport in 2005 was the beginning
of a multi-year programme based around the Le Mans Series
(LMS) and the legendary Le Mans 24 Hour race.
It came about through the wishes of the Gulf affiliates
worldwide to be back in a high profile motor racing series
and, after careful consideration of all of the potential
avenues, was ultimately viewed as the best option.
During 2005 and 2006, Gulf colours were seen primarily
under the Paul Belmondo Racing (PBR) banner. The high
profile Frenchman offered much to Gulf and the team proved
capable of winning – especially in 2005 where they were in
contention for the LMP2 category title throughout the season.
PBR did not fare so well in 2006 as their new engine and
tyre supplier, chosen in the search to gain a competitive
edge, proved to be a retrograde step. Gulf had already been
working with the Barazi-Epsilon team last season en route
to their winning the LMP2 crown, so Barazi-Epsilon was the
obvious candidate for increased support from Gulf for 2007.
This year, therefore, the Gulf colours are being carried by
the Le Mans-based team, as they seek to defend their Le
Mans Series LMP2 Driver and Team titles. Barazi-Epsilon
has a brand new and very exciting car to compete with – the
Zytek 07S, which is a lightweight derivative of Zytek’s LMS
race-winning LMP1 car.
The new machine bears a passing resemblance to the
Courage that carried Gulf colours for the last two years, but
is slightly more angular in appearance. The chassis and the
engine are both manufactured by British constructor, Zytek,
with the 3.4 litre V8 powerplant delivering something over
500BHP via its Ricardo gearbox to its Michelin tyres.
2007 will see the greatest number of Gulf affiliates yet
participating in the motorsport programme, with confirmed
www.gulfoilltd.com

attendees at this year’s Le Mans 24 Hours from as far afield
as Finland and Japan! The programme features numerous
opportunities to Gulf entities. Some are based around
attendance at the races and these include VIP hospitality
for customers and staff, competitions, driver meetings,
merchandise, media meetings and entertainment, pit garage
tours and even grid walks before the start of the race.
In addition GOI offers a regular free update service for
anyone who registers for it, a media service for all entities
and their nominated local market press as well as copyrightfree images for use by all Gulf affiliates. A range of GulfBarazi-Epsilon race merchandise is already available and
extensions to the range are currently in the design phase.
In addition, the range of high quality classic-style Gulf
merchandise manufactured by Dakota continues to expand.
Dakota will have sales outlets at many of the Le Mans Series
races and four separate stands at the 24Hours itself.
GOI is also happy to advise with a host of ideas for
Gulf entities on how to maximise Gulf’s LMS motorsport
involvement in their own local markets.
One of the major links between Gulf’s 2006 programme
with PBR and this year’s with Barazi-Epsilon is Karim Ojjeh.
Karim drove for PBR in 2005 and 2006 and, apart from
gaining a string of podium finishes and category wins during
this time, he also established a strong rapport with Gulf, often
acting as a sporting ambassador for the brand.
For 2007 GOI, Karim and APSL – Gulf’s distributor in
Saudi Arabia – are currently involved in looking to provide
a new and significantly increased level of Le Mans TV
coverage to the Middle East.
It was through Karim that Gulf’s increased support for
Barazi-Epsilon came about and he now completes the driving
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Below: Gordon
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colours in LMS
are carried on
a Ferrari 430
for 2007
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A strong team
spirit is very
much evident at
Barazi-Epsilon
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Italian
Distributor,
Sergio Loschi
(standing, left)
and guests
at Monza

Once more it qualified in pole position for the LMP2 category
– this time, amazing the pundits by setting the fourth fastest
time overall. The car ran inside the top five for much of the
first half of the race. It was running in fourth place overall
and leading LMP2 by two laps when it was forced to pit
with gearbox problems.
The 19 laps lost in the pits meant that it eventually came
home seventh in LMP2, some 14 laps down on the winner,
but Barazi-Epsilon scored its first championship points
and has proved that its new car is a true contender for
LMP2 honours.
All eyes are now focussed on “the Great Race” itself –
the Le Mans 24 Hours. Last year, Barazi-Epsilon managed
to finish the race 6th in LMP2, despite encountering
numerous setbacks along the way. Hopes are high this year
that the new combination will challenge for honours at the
famous French endurance classic. Certainly, the numerous
Gulf affiliates and their guests will be hoping to have
something to cheer when the chequered flag falls at the end
of the 24 hour race at 15.00 on Sunday 17th June.
Gulf branding is also featured on a number of other Le
Mans and LMS contenders again this year. Belgian GT aces
Yves Lambert and Christian Lefort return to the LMS series
again, although they have forsaken their Porsche power of
the last two years and moved over to the “prancing horse”,
competing in LMGT2 with a Ferrari 430 GT, still resplendent
in the tartan red colours of Gordon Beers. Former Le Mans
winner, Jan Lammers has a new Dome in which he is
competing in the LMP1 category and he again has support
from Gulf Oil Nederland.
Gulf’s free motorsport updates can be obtained by
emailing simon@chicanemarketing.co.uk

GULF MOTORSPORT

Left: The 2007
Barazi-Epsilon
Team lines up
for its official
photocall
at Monza

line-up for the team alongside the team’s ebullient co-owner
Juan Barazi and Dutch sports car ace, Michael Vergers.
The team now has a consistent driving squad, which should
perfectly compliment the team’s new race car.
Heading up the Barazi-Epsilon team are vastly
experienced ex-driver turned team manager Didier Faure and
Team Principal (and co-owner) Michel Lecomte. Additionally,
the team has a huge amount of support resource from Zytek
themselves who have a dedicated team of engineers who
travel to each race.
The new race car has been extremely rapid from the
moment it first turned a wheel. The Gulf Zytek came straight
from the factory to the official test days and promptly set
second quickest time in LMP2 – despite this really only being
the car’s “shakedown” test.
This was followed up by its official debut at the season
opener in Monza, Italy where the now powder blue and
orange number 32 car took Pole Position for the LMP2
category (and 10th overall on the grid). Having looked equally
superb in the warm-up session before the race, the car
developed a fuel leak on the starting grid, which unfortunately
meant that the team retired it from the race itself.
The Gulf Barazi-Epsilon car again proved to be the one
to beat at the second round in Valencia, Spain in early May.

This year’s LMS races can be followed live on
the webcam and through the TV commentary
at the official website www.lmes.net
OTHER USEFUL WEBSITES:

www.dakota.de
www.lemans.org
www.motorstv.com
www.crash.net

REMAINING RACE DATES FOR 2007
June 16/17
June 30/July 1
August 18/19
September 15/16
November 10/11

Le Mans 24 Hours 2007
LMS Round 3
LMS Round 4
LMS Round 5
LMS Round 6

Le Mans, France
Nürburgring, Germany
Spa, Belgium
Silverstone, UK
Interlagos, Brazil

www.gulfoilltd.com
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The superb Mosler at Zolder. Inset: David Hallyday being interviewed alongside his car

Gulf’s Belgian lubricant licencee, Caroil,
has embarked on another ambitious
motorsport sponsorship for 2007.
Michel Majot has extended his
association with top Belgian GT driver
Yves Lambert. The Gulf logo will again,
therefore, be seen alongside that of
Gordon Beer in the Le Mans Series
(LMS) races on a new Ferrari 430.
The Gulf logo will also been seen
in the highly competitive Belcar
series, on one of the factory Mosler
sportscars. It has been a tough start
to the racing year, with a number of
retirements but there are strong signs
that both cars will be increasingly
competitive as the season progresses.
Caroil is also supporting David
Hallyday in the Belgian Touring Car
Championship. The high profile French
driver – son of singing star, Sylvie
Vartan and France’s “Elvis”, Johnny

Hallyday – has already attracted a
huge amount of media attention for his
campaign in the Renault Megane.
In addition, Caroil is involved with
two Ford GT programmes; one period
GT40 in historic racing and the other
with a team of the current Ford GT
sportscars, which is aiming to compete
in the FIA GT Championship.
Rising French star David Zollinger,
is also being supported by Caroil again
this season, and he recently scored his
first victory of the year in a GT race at
the Nürburgring in a Porsche 911 GT3.
With this fantastic showing of Gulf
in motor sport races, the Gulf brand is
sure to get much deserved publicity
among the motor sport press. This
sponsorship also continues to extend
Gulfs legacy in motor sport.
For more information contact Michel
Majot: majotmichel@skynet.be

ROMANIA
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RAPID BRAND AWARENESS
FOR GULF IN ROMANIA

Silca Oil SA, the Gulf distributors in Romania, have again
renewed their sponsorship of one of the leading contenders
in the Romanian National Rally Championship for 2007.
Sorin Badea has replaced his Mistubishi Lancer Evo 7 with
a state-of-the-art Evo 9 – pictured here – and the team is
confident that this combination is capable of running as a
strong contender for honours in the Romanian Championship.
Orange Disc congratulates Silca Oil for a sponsorship
that has helped raise brand awareness and wishes them
every success in their endeavours.
For more details contact Calin Diaconu:
calin.diaconu@babel.ro
www.gulfoilltd.com

Gulf Oil Indonesia sponsored the Protect
Sport Hafa Gulf team in the first round
of the country’s speed challenge –
the VSC Drag Race Series, held in
Jogjakarta in March. As well as the two
branded race cars and a service vehicle,
Gulf also took advertising banners
alongside the race track for the event.
This activity has given the Gulf brand
high visibility as well as good coverage
in the local media. Protect Sport Hafa
Gulf took three second places and a
fifth in class, as well as a fourth in the
open category.
Gulf Oil also sponsored the Chemani
Duck Hafa Gulf team in the motorbike
division. Chemani won 6 trophies in total:
one first, three seconds, a third and a
fourth, spread across four categories.
Thanks to the success it enjoyed
at the event, Gulf Oil has rapidly
established itself on the list of desirable
lubricants amongst the Indonesian
racing fraternity.
For further details please contact
Mr E.S.Natarajan: esn@gulfoillub.co.id

INDIA

GULF RACES
TO ENTERTAIN
Jodphur hosted
the final round of
the 2006 Gulf Dirt
Track National
Championship in
December and
the five different
categories
of national
champion were
decided. The
former Maharaja of Jodhpur, His Highness Gajsingh flagged
off the event, which once again, attracted large entries (120
in total), large crowds and extensive media coverage.
The 2007 Gulf Dirt Track season runs from April-December
and the Media Day, in Bhopal, attracted more than 75 press
reporters as well as a large number of TV, Internet and Radio
Journalists.
The picture shows all of the award winners, complete with
Gulf trophies.
Further details from Bijoy Paul: bpaul@gulfoil.co.in

OranGe Disc
RETURN OF THE LEGEND

In the last edition of Orange Disc we reported
on the exciting developments in Scandinavia as
Nordic Oil joined the Gulf family, re-establishing
the brand in an area where Gulf used to enjoy
tremendous strength. The initial deal brought
Nordic in as Gulf fuel licensees and lubricant
distributors in Sweden, Denmark and Norway.
As reported elsewhere in this edition, this has
now been extended to include Iceland.
As an oil company Nordic has all of the right
ingredients for success. Its hierarchy is made
up of a host of some of the most experienced
oil personnel in the region and although it has
only been trading for around three years, it has
already established a network of around 150
service stations – all of which are now in the
process of being converted to Gulf sites.
Gulf headquarters are in Gothenburg,
Sweden. Nordic Oil currently employs about
25 people there. All of Nordic’s staff are highly
trained, highly motivated and dedicated to
making Gulf a success in the region.
As might be expected of such a dynamic
force, progress has been significant since
sign-up. Fifteen stations in Sweden have already
been re-branded and are now trading as Gulf.
Nordic is deliberately targeting
the areas where Gulf had a strong presence in
the past and, in Sweden, this is largely in the
rural country areas, where whole communities
fondly remember Gulf and the service it offered.
The incredibly positive reaction to the return of
Gulf has, however, even surprised the company
itself, as Nordic’s Martin Steinkamp describes.
“At every location where we open a new Gulf
station people come to us to tell us about the old
times – when they had a Gulf station in the town.
We, in turn, are so happy to be able to say that
now they have a Gulf station again.”
Nordic aims to keep up the fast pace it has
already set, with another thirty Gulf stations
opening up before the end of the summer. Then,
as Mr. Steinkamp continues, “We really get down
to business! There are approximately a further

110 stations waiting to get into their nice new
Gulf ‘clothes’. We are now working extremely
hard to re-brand all petrol stations to Gulf. Every
site gets its own opening and we really do give
the customers a great flavour of Gulf and all the
great products that we can offer.”
On the lubricants side of its business Nordic
Oil has also made significant progress.
In Denmark they have appointed a distributor
– Nordic Lube AS. The company employs six
people, who again all have a long history in

Above: Nordic are using all of the branding
opportunities that their involvement in the STCC
offers
Below: Nordic on display at the Transport 2007
Expo in Denmark

the oil business. So far they have been very
successful in presenting the Gulf brand to
dealers and customers.
Nordic Lube recently took the opportunity to
participate in Scandinavia’s biggest trade fair
for the transport industry. Erik Jensen, who is
responsible, reported that the response was
fantastic.

www.gulfoilltd.com
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“Return of the Legend”: locals gather at the
opening of another Gulf service station
in Sweden

In Norway, Nordic Oil has acquired the Bull
Enger A/S company. Bull Enger was founded in
1983 and has a long history in sales to dealers
all over Norway, enjoying particular success
amongst automotive, motorcycle and outboard
marine dealers. All are being converted to Gulf
from Pennzoil, a task which the company is
revelling in. Here again, the response to bringing in Gulf has been exceptional and Nordic,
through Bull Enger, is already on target to
increase their sales volume over that of 2006.
The Gulf name disappeared in Sweden
in 1983 but young and old still recognise the
brand. The strength of the Gulf logo and the
history of quality lubricants that Gulf still carries
with it, means that dealers are really interested
in hearing Nordic’s proposal. So far Nordic
has focussed on making deals with major
distributors all over Sweden – initially mainly in
the automotive sector, but now it has also seen
increasing interest from other sectors, such as
light industry.
In Iceland, Nordic is currently in contact with
several potential distributors and soon expects
to announce a main distributor, which will
complete its network for spreading the Gulf
brand throughout its licenced territory.
To further support its efforts and build brand
awareness, Nordic Oil is undertaking an
increasingly vigorous marketing programme.
Apart from the expo already mentioned and
the promotional campaign that accompanies
the launch of each new Gulf station, Nordic,
like so many Gulf entities around the world, has
seen the potential benefits of a local motorsport
programme.
Nordic recently announced its sponsorship
of Picko Troberg’s team in the country’s
premier race series, the Swedish Touring Car
Championship (STCC). Picko is a Swedish
motorsport legend with a history that dates back
to the mid 1950s and has a long association
with Gulf, who sponsored him in the past.
The Gulf sponsored team is running two
BMWs in the STCC with young guns – Roger
Eriksson and Fredrick Lestrup – at the wheel,
giving them the chance to grow as drivers.
Choosing an up and coming team and drivers,
rather than plumping for the established stars,
sums up the way Nordic looks at its business.
“This challenge is something we at Nordic Oil
like,” comments Martin Steinkamp. “What
others think hard or impossible, that is where
we see the challenge and the opportunities
– not the obstacles. It’s all in the Gulf spirit!”
For further information please contact Martin
Steinkamp: Martin.Steinkamp@gulfoil.se
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